
Lena Kaufman reading written statements in English and German (including audio in Dutch from a 
public conversation, possibly on Dutch TV, in 1973, with Lena and Marion Kaufman, Max Knapp and 
Georg Edgar) describing Lena,  her husband Walter Kaufman and their daughter Marion living in 
Berlin in 1939; trying to leave Germany legally; Lena Kaufman and her husband working in the 
orphanage for Jewish children, Judisches Weisenhaus, on Berliner Strasse 120; Gestapo raiding the  
orphanage in the night October 2-3, 1942, taking 150 children, teachers, personnel and Walter 
Kaufman, and transporting them by train; Lena Kaufman asking a non-Jewish former cook at the 
orphanage, Gertrud Friedman, to hide them, but it was only for a night; Friedman giving them some 
money; LK and her 6 year old daughter Marion leaving Berlin; taking trains by night to areas close to 
the Swiss and Belgian borders while spending the days in parks; walking over the Dutch border near 
Aachen on the night October 11-12, 1942; taking the bus to Maastricht and getting help from Mr and 
Mrs Vries (?) and a priest, spending a night there; taking the train Amsterdam and contacting the Jewish 
Council, Jodenraat; Max Knapp of the Jewish Council finding a host family for Marion, Mia and Georg 
William Boyd/Boi Etkar/Edgar/Oetkar (?); Lena going into hiding in an attic on Kerkstraat, 
Amsterdam, with 6 others; the attic being raided and all but Lena and Charlotte Jacobs being taken 
away; in hiding with Charlotte Jacobs at the home of Cornelis Wiselius and his wife in the village Oude 
Wetering, between Amsterdam and the Hague, until the end of the war; Charlotte Jacobs dying by mal 
nutrition the winter 1944-1945; finding her daughter Marion on a HIAS list of survivors in Amsterdam, 
identifying her by the date of birth, after the war; hearing Marion being arrested and taken to the 
Hollandse Schouwburg in Amsterdam for transport to Poland, but being rescued by Max Knapp and 
Georg Edgar who took her to a convent in Southern Netherlands and to a Catholic farmers family, 
Beelen, in Overasselt, near Nijmegen, where Marion went under the name of René Hendriks; finding 
Marion, who did not recognize her after 3 years of separation; Lena getting work in a home for the 
elderly in Amsterdam; emigrating to the US in 1949; returning to Amsterdam in december 1973, 
meeting Georg Edgar, Max Knaap and the Beelen family: never knowing what happened to her 
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